
When the temps rise and it's hot outside it's very easy for us to also feel that

heat in our minds and bodies too.  You'll recognize it as feeling unusually short

tempered, annoyed, and irritated, less motivated, less hungry, especially as the

temperature climbs each afternoon.  

And with the record high temps arriving earlier this year, this may be even more

true than usual for us all!    

An easy way to help combat this is to eat 'cooling foods.' These cooling foods,

such as cucumbers, coconuts, and watermelons, will help us cool down from

the inside out!  

The concept of cooling foods is well known throughout Eastern healing

philosophies such as Ayurveda and Traditional Chinese Medicine.  Other

cooling foods include zucchini, greens, berries, and celery.  Herbs mint and

cilantro are also cooling.

If you're really struggling with 'overheating' it would be wise to avoid heating

foods such as onions, garlic, tomatoes, and spicy peppers. 

It’s helpful to listen to your body and pay attention to what it craves during hot

weather. This will help clue you in on what your body and mind need.  

And that's not to say you can't enjoy salsa during the summer; just if you're

already feeling 'fiery', you may choose to pass on those foods for a time until

you start feeling more like yourself again.  :) 
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EATING WHEN IT'S HOT

Take a few minutes to read the email newsletter and/or the Harvie email in advance of pick-up day
for any storage and usage suggestions.  Add another few minutes more to think about how and
when you'll use each ingredient during the week. As a general rule, plan to use tender greens and
any fruits and veggies that look like they were picked on the seriously ripe side early in the week.
Roots, bulbs and squash tend to last quite a while, so save them for later in the week.

Eating Fresh Tip:   Make a routine of a little weekly planning
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1/4 cup olive oil
1/3 cup chopped cilantro, plus more for garnish
1 jalapeno pepper, minced
2 garlic cloves
Zest and juice from 2 limes
1/2 tsp ground cumin
1/2 tsp sea salt
1 lb onions, sliced in large chunks (with tops, if desired) or whole green onions

From The CSA Cookbook by Linda Ly...  She says, "Some of my favorite accompaniments
for a juicy slab of steak are these lightly charred and caramelized onions. A they go from
grill to table in the time it takes for your steaks to rest."  Her original recipe is for green
onions, which is fantastic, but we also like grilling larger onions using this method as well.  

Ingredients:

Instructions:
In a small bowl, combine all of the ingredients (except for onions) to make a marinade.  
Place the onions in a large shall dish and toss with the marinade to coat.  Let stand in
marinade for at least 15 mins for the flavors to meld together or overnight in the fridge.

To cook, preheat the grill on medium-high heat.  Arrange the onions across the grill
grate in a single layer and grill for 5 to 6 minutes, turning once or twice until the stems
are softened and slightly charred.  Transfer to a serving dish and garnish with chopped
cilantro, if desired.  

Grilled Onions with Chili Lime Marinade 

Summer squash, sliced lengthwise into 1/8-inch planks
Extra virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Grated peel for 1 lemon (optional) 

Grilling caramelizes the surface of the squash sweetening the slight bitterness of them, so
the next time you fire up your grill, you'll want to make these too!

Ingredients:

Instructions:
Prepare an outdoor grill (or heat a stovetop griddle, ridged side up) over a medium
flame until very hot, about 10 mins.  Brush both sides of the summer squash plank with
oil and sprinkle with salt, pepper, and lemon peel, if using.  Lay across the hot grill and
cook on both sides until grill marks show and the squash is fully pliable, not not limp. 
 About 3 - 4 mins per side.  Use tongs to remove and roll on a plate for serving. 

Grilled Summer Squash Curls
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